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Star Lovers for Justin & Cameron
Star Lovers

This report is designed exclusively for love relationships. The interpretation for Justin and
Cameron uses a technique called 'Synastry' which is the branch of astrology dealing with
relationships.

It should be pointed out that even the most unlikely love relationship can be made to work if both
parties are prepared to put in the effort required. However, there are almost always some
adjustments and compromises to be made in any relationship where there are two separate
individuals with wills and personalities of their own.
Interpreting a relationship between two people is a complex business. A good analogy to this
type of astrological assessment is the way you view a statue. Looking at a statue from the front
gives you an idea of what it looks like from a single dimension. It is only by walking around it and
viewing it from various points that you begin to see it as a multi-dimensional creation. This is
when we can start to understand more about its total composition, what makes it what it is. So it
is with the astrological assessment of a partnership.
This Star Lovers report is divided into two distinct sections, each one examining the relationship
from a different vantage point:
Part One - Relationship Potential

This section provides overviews of both Justin and Cameron. It examines your relationship
potential as individuals, and investigates what each of you needs and expects from a partnership,
as well as from a romantic and sexual relationship.
Part Two - Relationship Compatibility

This section looks at how each of you perceives and experiences the other, examining the
strengths and weaknesses of the relationship and pinpointing potential problems.

Each connection is given a Star Rating from one to five to show their relative importance. To the
right of each pair of symbols, denoting the connection, is a group of five stars assss, the
more dark stars there are the more important the connection. The keys for the planets and the
other symbols and terms used are given at the back of the report.
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Part 1 - Justin's Relationship Potential

An astrological chart is divided into 12 'houses' each of which represents a different sphere of
human life. The 5th, 7th, and 8th houses are concerned with relationship potential. Although
these houses also have other meanings, here they are defined and interpreted as Justin's love
relationships (5th), Justin's partnerships (7th) and Justin's sexual relationships (8th).
Justin's Love Relationships

The 5th house describes romance and courtship: the qualities you seek in a lover and in a love
relationship. You may be attracted to different types of lovers who possess one or more of these
qualities, but you are most likely to find true happiness with the one person who combines most
or all of them.

9

5th House Cusp
The grass is greener on the other side
Your happy-go-lucky approach to life and love and your natural optimism and enthusiasm makes
you a much sought after lover. Restless and easily bored, you need variety; both in, and out of,
the bedroom so your natural curiosity can be mistaken for promiscuity. Virtually impossible to
shock in any way, you enjoy romantic adventure and are ever eager to broaden your already
broad mind.
You are drawn to relationships with people from different cultures and countries that enrich your
life and worldview. However, you do have a tendency to think the grass is greener on the other
side, so there may be times when you need to develop a little more patience and persistence
when it comes to love - if you're not to regret letting someone special slip through your fingers.
Impracticality, coupled with your natural generosity towards your lover, could get you in a tight
spot financially but somehow you always manage to land on your feet, even if you're left with
holes in your shoes.
The emphasis in love relationships is on movement. Once something new is experienced and
digested, you go on to different situations. Your lover may not always be consistent, but you
should be philosophical about it and focus on having fun.

0

in 5th House
Serious pleasures
You take your love life seriously and need to be careful not to treat courtship, and the sex act,
like a commercial arrangement or make too many demands too soon thereby frightening off
potential lovers. You can be a real contradiction when it comes to matters of the heart; while you
get a perverse pleasure from playing the puritanical vicar in public, in private you can be a very
naughty little devil.
While your public persona may deter more overtly sensual individuals (although it's often the
reverse!!!), at the same time, you risk attracting those who feel their chastity is safe in your
hands. Your love life is, therefore, likely to be a litany of some rather peculiar entanglements.
Ideally, and eventually, you will find yourself drawn to those who share your quiet dignity whilst,
at the same time, improving your status in the eyes of the world.
You do not take romance lightly and are uncomfortable with those who refuse to commit
themselves. You are drawn to serious, dependable people. Your lover may not often take you to
amusement parks, but the Stock Exchange can be fun, too!

http://www.mystarworld.com
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5th House Ruler h in 2nd House
The price of love
Your romantic life and ability to express your feelings of love and affection are intimately
connected with your feelings of self-worth and self-esteem. It is important for you that your
lovers share your values, but you need to guard against being too superficial and the tendency to
treat your lovers as possessions, or trophies.
Since your lovers have the potential to greatly influence your emotional and financial security,
these areas of your life should be given special consideration as they can reflect the healthiness
of a particular romance.

There will be a definite connection between your feelings of self-worth and your romantic status,
or you may try to place your own values upon your lover. You may also maintain your integrity
by treating on dates, or occasionally sharing expenses.

f in 5th House

The pleasure principle
Lovable and romantic, you may often feel you're cupid's best loved target. A self-indulgent
pleasure seeker, you don't have to put much effort into finding opportunities for love and
romance. Your enjoyment of rich food and good living may make you appear a little lazy,
especially since you draw others to you with such ease, but that's just the way you are adorable.

Sensual, tactile and playful, you have a natural talent for making your lover's juices flow and
enjoy pleasing, teasing and delighting them. While it may not be immediately apparent to others,
you do have a deep and refined romantic and artistic side to your character, which ideally, you
would also seek in your lover. Deep down you desire a love that is both deep and profound and
while pleasure for pleasure's sake really isn't enough for you, it's often so close at hand that you
may postpone pursuit of your ultimate ideal until you've had your fill of earthly delights.

You mainly want pleasure in love affairs and tend to believe that love conquers all. This view may
not be realistic, but by concentrating on the romantic side of your lover, you may overlook petty
flaws that could detract from your pleasure.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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Justin's Partnerships

The 7th house describes marital partners and other close, one-to-one relationships. Courtship
(5th house) can lead to partnership, but the 7th house assumes a close, constant contact so it is
more difficult to escape potential problems. For that reason, they are more fully addressed here.
When Justin's love affair shifts to a partnership the emphasis of his relationship changes,
according to characteristics described by the signs and planets of the 7th house, as well as the
position of the house ruler, outlined below.

-

7th House Cusp
No ordinary love
Because you demand a lot from life, you also demand a lot from others, so when it comes to your
close personal relationships, you don't want "no ordinary love". You are drawn to individuals who,
like yourself, have something more to offer the world, or at least something different. You may
find yourself involved with someone who is a non-conformist, a revolutionary, a genius, an
anarchist or a crank. Whoever they are they are unlikely to be ordinary 'run of the mill types'.
While your sense of pride demands a faithful partner, you also want lots of freedom and
independence in your close personal relationships.
Unconventional and contrary types are drawn to you because you do have a certain undeniable
star quality and charisma about you. At times you have to tread a fine line between maintaining
your individuality and keeping a committed, supportive relationship alive. Others may also find
that your private persona, up close and personal, is very different to the one you present to the
wider world. Your desire for freedom within your relationships can become an issue, as can the
balancing of your need for emotional security against the risks of greater freedom and
independence.

Nevertheless, it is important that if you do team up with individuals on the fringes of society, you
are doing it for love and not simply to rebel against traditional expectations about relationships.
You are likely to be unconventional in your approach to partnerships and, while you can make a
very loyal, faithful, devoted mate, you would rather walk away from a promising situation if it
meant that you had to compromise your own self-worth, values or pride. You feel it's possible to
be committed without being totally faithful, which others may not appreciate.
You may marry someone from a different cultural or religious background than your own; or a
person who is a free spirit. You consider your view of relationships to be modern, but here words
may truly speak louder than actions.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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= in 7th House

A marriage made in heaven
Your reserved, practical and analytical approach to the world can be very effective and efficient
when it comes to getting things done. However, it's very likely that the more systematic and
efficient your approach to life, the more likely your close personal relationships will be the very
opposite. Your relationships are probably a source of much chaos and your romantic dreams are
likely to draw you, at times, to people who may be totally unsuitable.

You may happily clear up the mess others make, looking after the details they forget or neglect.
Of course such a combination really can be a marriage made in heaven and you are likely to your
mate on a pedestal. The key to making it work for you may be to adopt an attitude of
unconditional surrender and self-sacrifice. Because no relationship or individual can escape your
critical eye, the more you deify your mate and put them on a pedestal, the more you are setting
yourself up for subsequent disappointment.
It really is okay to make a mistake, and while you are likely to have some very peculiar and
unusual experiences in relationships, it is important to try to relate as equally as you can to your
opposite number. Try not to let your critical eye prevent you from getting up close and personal
with someone who, while less than perfect, may well be able to help you get your deeper needs
met. You are attracted to beautiful dreamers, and they to you, because together you can
combine reality and romance, making your hopes and dreams a reality. Try to avoid taking over
the lives of your opposite numbers and trust them to take you down a more rewarding, if
uncertain, path to happiness and love.

You want to be as one with your partner, experiencing the problems and triumphs as though they
were your own. Be careful not to lose your identity by relating too closely with another. Ask your
partner to share some of YOUR dreams.
7th House Ruler K in 4th House
Safe haven
You need a partner who acts like a port in a storm, a person who represents a safe haven from
the harsh realities of life. A partner prepared to stay in the background, and yet who can offer
you comfort, support and stability. Your family is likely to have an undue influence or affect on
your choice of partner and you may be drawn to someone who acts like a surrogate parent to
you.

You need someone a little docile, domesticated, but at the same time warm and loving. However
it is important that you don't let preoccupation with a significant relationship from the past
prevent you from making the most of opportunities in the here and now.
There is a strong nesting quality here, connected with partnerships. When the home is insecure,
you may question the validity of the relationship. Therefore you should undoubtedly concentrate
on establishing a firm, but comfortable, home base.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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d in 7th House

A meeting of minds
You like to talk and share your ideas with your opposite number. For you, a marriage of minds
takes precedence when considering the suitability of a potential partner. While you love flirting,
repartee and innuendo, you may neglect the sexual side of your relationships. This may be a
problem for some of your partners, who are not only interested in your beautiful mind. You learn
much from your intimate relationships and may prefer a younger partner who is quick witted,
alert and keeps you on your toes. Don't let your concern with what others think stop you from
doing your thing. Your desire for mental co-operation and communication draws you to
relationships with intelligent, shrewd, but sometimes, unreliable individuals. However, problems
are most likely to occur in your relationships because of misunderstandings, differences of
opinion and arrangements that are not kept. Try to avoid nagging chatterboxes. You may become
intimately involved with a distant relative, a school friend or a twin.
You believe that problems in your partnership can be avoided by discussion and lines of
communication must therefore be kept open. Combined with other factors in your chart,
conversation flows easily or requires effort. Either way, it will be an issue.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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Justin's Sexual Relationships

In the context of a relationship, the 8th house can represent shared resources, partner's
resources, or sex. Here it is treated solely as the house of sex. The signs and planets in the 8th
house and the position of the 8th house ruler are used to determine Justin's sexual needs and the
characteristics of his sexual partners.
Since sexual activity can be an ingredient in both love affairs (5th house) and partnerships (7th
house), you must decide which category your relationship belongs to and combine the relevant
definitions. If the relationship is purely sexual, you can ignore the 5th and 7th houses.

= 8th House Cusp

Sexual fantasist
An idealistic dreamer and even a bit of a fantasist, you can be very emotional and sensitive about
sex. You have the gift for expressing your passion and desire in subtle and imaginative ways,
although you need to be crystal clear to avoid unclear and embarrassing situations. Somewhat
elusive when it comes to your approach to sex or the details of your sex life, your secretiveness
may give the impression there is something mysterious or taboo going on.
At times you seek escape from the humdrum of life through sexual excess, and therefore, may
have to wrestle with your deeper and darker desires to get a hold on them, rather than be at
their mercy, as if enslaved, compulsively indulging in inordinate sexual activity. To melt and
merge with another can be heaven, but it can also lead you to the sewer, as you become
increasingly entangled and spellbound, dissipating your resources and with the risk of being
drawn to self-destructive and compulsive sexual conduct.

You may look upon sex as a mystical experience, but you might have to learn that it is as blessed
to receive in this area as it is to give. Suffering is not the only way to tap into the universe.
Sharing of pleasure can produce the same results.
8th House Ruler l in 4th House
Sex and psychology
There is a strong likelihood that your attitude towards sex and intimacy will be greatly influenced
by one of your parents, although you might not be aware of it, or how deep and pervasive it may
be within you. This may work out as a deep-seated complex in which you over-deify the parent,
so that every subsequent partner falls short of your, or your parent's, estimation.
You may choose not to follow in the footsteps of a parent, but to live your (sex) life differently
from what the expectations of your family and background might suggest. Sex for you can be a
great source of comfort and support, often feeling that only by having your flesh, and your soul,
intimately involved with another can you experience real trust and emotional satisfaction.

Your sex life could also be a barometer of your emotional and psychological well-being. Any
problems you may have may, have psychological foundations; while at the same time a healthy,
happy and active sex life could be the key to your emotional and psychological rejuvenation and
well-being.

The psychological aspect of sex seems to be much more important to you than it is for others.
Therefore, it is important for you to get involved with someone you feel a great emotional
attraction to; with whom you can relate at your level and who wants something more meaningful
out of the sexual side of the relationship.

As far as sexual matters are concerned, you'll feel most at home in familiar surroundings and you
will want a sexual partner who is tender and caring. Or, you may be motherly and protective of
those with whom you are sexually involved.
http://www.mystarworld.com
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No Planets in 8th House
There's more to life than sex
While sex is important to you, it is not the big deal, nor does it occupy as much of your time and
energy as it does for some. This does not mean your sex life is uneventful it's just that your
sexual demands and tastes are probably less peculiar or complex than they are for others.

Your sex life is subject to periodic change and upheaval but your real priorities are often
elsewhere. You may find that the pursuit of sexual gratification actually takes you away from
those activities that you find meaningful and so, while you'll put up with occasional disruption in
this area of your life, when things eventually settle down again you're usually keen to get on with
other things.
You are not doomed to a life of celibacy. It is just that your list of requirements in a sexual
partner and needs, in sexual activities will be shorter than most, though very likely your
enjoyment will be just as great.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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Cameron's Love Relationships

The 5th house describes romance and courtship: the qualities you seek in a lover and in a love
relationship. You may be attracted to different types of lovers who possess one or more of these
qualities, but you are most likely to find true happiness with the one person who combines most
or all of them.

2

5th House Cusp
Still waters run deep
You are a reliable and dependable lover and, while you may appear unruffled and a little
conservative, this belies your deeply sensuous nature. Although faithful and devoted, you can be
possessive. Between the sheets you like to work steadily on one thing at a time.
Very tactile and sensual, you have a lot of patience and stamina and may prove a little slow for
some, but heaven for those who like to build up slowly to a deeply passionate climax. While you
have a practical and realistic approach to romance, you have a love of luxury and like to indulge
yourself (and your lover) in the finer things of life.
Your lover may introduce you to the finer things in life - providing they are not too expensive, or
if someone else pays. There is enjoyment in comfortable surroundings, good food and other
sensual pleasures that may be found in the same familiar places.

3

in 5th House
Cool customer
You need to be turned on mentally by a partner; a sense of fun and flirty repartee is more likely
to win your affection than a beautiful, but brainless, body. You can come across as cool, even
fickle, but your insatiable curiosity makes it difficult for you to commit to someone for long. In
fact, it wouldn't be unusual for you to have more than one lover on the go at the same time.
Your desire for novelty and variety could lead you into experimenting, not only in the bedroom,
but also in how you conduct your romantic affairs, such as threesomes or open or bisexual
relationships.

You're attracted to those who are amiable and adept at the art of communication, or perhaps you
prefer a variety of lovers. Don't expect to stay in one place for too long. If you want to see a
movie to its end, make sure it's clever or fast moving.
5th House Ruler f in 7th House
Marrying for love
You may have a more traditional attitude where love and romance is concerned and find that it
can only be enjoyed with a (potential) marriage partner. However, if, and when, you make a
major commitment to another person, you will do it for love. Other considerations such as
financial security, prestige or duty are not as important to you as love and romance. Romance is
rarely an end in itself.

Early in a courtship you want to know your lovers' intentions. Since you consider romance as the
precursor to a long-term relationship, you need to be careful not to scare off potential soul mates
by asking for too much of a commitment too soon. At the same time you will want to avoid
wasting time on those lovers who just want a good time with no strings.
Romance is rarely an end in itself. Early in the dating game you want to know your lover's
intentions and consider their potential in a permanent relationship. In other words, you'll
concentrate more on the long-term impact than on the present.
http://www.mystarworld.com
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f in 5th House

The pleasure principle
Lovable and romantic, you may often feel you're cupid's best loved target. A self-indulgent
pleasure seeker, you don't have to put much effort into finding opportunities for love and
romance. Your enjoyment of rich food and good living may make you appear a little lazy,
especially since you draw others to you with such ease, but that's just the way you are adorable.

Sensual, tactile and playful, you have a natural talent for making your lover's juices flow and
enjoy pleasing, teasing and delighting them. While it may not be immediately apparent to others,
you do have a deep and refined romantic and artistic side to your character, which ideally, you
would also seek in your lover. Deep down you desire a love that is both deep and profound and
while pleasure for pleasure's sake really isn't enough for you, it's often so close at hand that you
may postpone pursuit of your ultimate ideal until you've had your fill of earthly delights.

You mainly want pleasure in love affairs and tend to believe that love conquers all. This view may
not be realistic, but by concentrating on the romantic side of your lover, you may overlook petty
flaws that could detract from your pleasure.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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Cameron's Partnerships

The 7th house describes marital partners and other close, one-to-one relationships. Courtship
(5th house) can lead to partnership, but the 7th house assumes a close, constant contact so it is
more difficult to escape potential problems. For that reason, they are more fully addressed here.
When Cameron's love affair shifts to a partnership the emphasis of her relationship changes,
according to characteristics described by the signs and planets of the 7th house, as well as the
position of the house ruler, outlined below.

3 7th House Cusp

Spoilt for choice
Your natural, broadminded, happy-go-lusty approach to life and love makes you a much sought
after companion and you'll have numerous opportunities for serious commitment. You may have
a preference for young foreigners. When it comes to making a serious commitment, you want
someone who is able to keep you amused and entertained, someone witty and intellectually
stimulating; not just another social butterfly. You are also likely to enjoy the company of younger
partners who allow you freedom to roam, to flirt and who respond to your fun loving repartee.
Restless and curious, you'll look elsewhere if you are not stimulated enough by one single
individual.
The number of your admirers who hold you deep in their affections will be far greater than the
number you actually care deeply about. You may live with the occasional regret that someone
special slipped through your fingers, that you were looking elsewhere when you may have been
sitting on a goldmine. This may, in part, be why you could stay single, forever moving from one
flirtation to another, while deep down, remaining a bit of a loner. When all is said and done,
although you have a healthy appetite for human flesh, when it comes to a deep and meaningful
commitment, you need a meeting of minds as much as you do emotional harmony and physical
attraction.

You need a gregarious partner who is talented at light repartee. This person may display various
facets of their personality in different situations, but will be difficult to know in entirety. You, too,
probably prefer to avoid deep analysis.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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4 in 7th House

Apple pie, custard and cuddles
You can be quite an enigma for others to fathom and it may not be until you are into your
thirties, or later, before you make a serious, deep commitment to someone you are deeply
devoted to. You have a very sensual and somewhat lusty temperament, but what you seek in a
partner is someone who is homely and sensitive to your feelings and needs; someone supportive
and nurturing. Therefore, a partner who is domesticated, who enjoys food and cooking, and some
of the simpler pleasures of life, is very attractive to you. You will be drawn to quiet, sensitive, but
highly-strung and intensely emotional individuals, because, despite appearances, you are very
emotional and sensitive about your close relationships.

You can be overly possessive and protective with a tendency to smother a potential mate, so try
to steer clear of individuals who behave more like spoilt children than equal partners. It's
important to get the balance right, otherwise, you may find that the demands of a partner who is
looking for a mother and someone to lean on, and who reacts to the slightest (sometimes
imagined) slights, only serves to exacerbate your domestic problems. Nevertheless you do have a
wonderful maternal quality that you express in close personal relationships, and this can lead you
down the Yellow Brick Road to real intimacy.
Since your approach to the world is often cautious and practical, it is important for you to find
time to get away from it all with your partner; somewhere you can feel safe and secure. One of
the challenges you'll have to face is how to balance the competing demands and responsibilities
of your work, your home life and your partner.

Nurturing and helping with problems are essential parts of your partnerships. If, however, one of
you does all the mothering, the other may become moody or get tired of being treated as a child.
Sharing these duties can keep the problems to a minimum.
7th House Ruler d in 8th House
All or nothing
You are drawn into intense one-to-one relationships in which you sometimes push each other to
the limits, especially in the area of intimacy. Nevertheless, you may need to learn to trust one
another to avoid energy draining power struggles. Your partners are also likely to be there for
you in times of crises, so it is often during the periods of greatest personal transformation in your
life that your deepest attachments are formed.
Whether you like it or not you are blessed with sex appeal and you're also likely to find your
partners trust you so much they let you greatly influence the control of their purse strings. On
another level, sexual compatibility is very important for you when it comes to relationships and
you may, sometimes, get involved with individuals where a great sex life is all you have in
common.

The sharing of resources (sexual or otherwise) is important in close one-to-one relationships. You
also rarely accept a partnership at face value. You'll probe deeply to determine hidden meanings
and broader implications of interactions in this area.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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f in 7th House

Spoilt for choice
You're a natural born diplomat, gifted in the art of creating peace and harmony in human
relationships. Gracious, charming and social, you see the beauty in others and you are popular
because of your consideration for others. You let others do most of the work in relationships and
take great pride in your partner's attractiveness. You may choose a partner blessed with social
grace and beauty. While you tend to be drawn to affectionate, artistic and beautiful people, you
also attract the most charming and yet slovenly, lazy, self-indulgent types. While there is no
guarantee you'll have a perfect union, love and affection is indicated - whether or not your
partner deserves it. Very idealistic in love, you desire ease, luxury and companionship and your
affectionate nature often brings the good things of life to you.
You want an attractive and charming partner with whom you can share pleasure and affection.
Make sure, however, that you dig beneath the surface because there has to be more substance
to a long-term relationship than just enjoyment and good looks.

http://www.mystarworld.com
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Cameron's Sexual Relationships

In the context of a relationship, the 8th house can represent shared resources, partner's
resources, or sex. Here it is treated solely as the house of sex. The signs and planets in the 8th
house and the position of the 8th house ruler are used to determine Cameron's sexual needs and
the characteristics of her sexual partners.
Since sexual activity can be an ingredient in both love affairs (5th house) and partnerships (7th
house), you must decide which category your relationship belongs to and combine the relevant
definitions. If the relationship is purely sexual, you can ignore the 5th and 7th houses.

4 8th House Cusp

Sexual bondage
You can be very emotional when it comes to sex and are surprisingly tender on an intimate oneto-one level. Your emotions prejudice your attitude to sex, associating affection and caring for
someone with sexuality. You have a gift for expressing feelings and your caring tendencies
sexually, making you an extremely tender and sensitive lover. However you're not always very
forthcoming about your own needs, since for you, exposing yourself can be a bit of a sensitive
spot.

Often at your most vulnerable when up close and personal, you can be moody and even prickly at
times, retreating into your shell if your desires are not met. But others may find you a bit of an
enigma, enthusiastic one minute and apparently unconcerned the next. Your gregarious happy-golucky approach to life conceals your difficulty in expressing your intimate and sexual needs, or in
having them met, and inner insecurity may be behind your constant striving for pastures new.
You want to be treated with tenderness in sexual situations and must feel at home in your
surroundings to be totally relaxed. You do not bestow affection easily, but when you do, you
usually develop strong emotional ties with your partners.

5 in 8th House

Sex kitten
You're a complex so and so. On the surface you can be quite formal, reserved and yet very
ambitious with a strong desire for material security. However, behind closed doors when it comes
to getting up close and personal you can be quite powerful, demanding and even domineering.
You can really shine between the sheets, when things get intimate and a little sticky. A red-hot
lover, tempestuous and passionate, you just love to perform.

For you, sex must have a glamorous aura and your sexual partner should be suave or adoring, or
preferably both. You do not like surprises in this area because setting and plot are important
parts of your personal gratification.
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6 in 8th House

Sex slave
Cool and detached you not one to make a song and dance about expressing your needs. Your
attitude to sex may swing between extremes, on one side an almost puritanical zeal where sex is
considered as therapeutic and therefore a healthy and necessary vice. On the other you may
adopt a selfless approach, offering yourself up as somebody else's plaything.
You may run the risk of being taking advantage of, indulging in all manner of sexual aberrations
that may erode your self-confidence if you let others use and abuse you physically and
emotionally. Try not to be too critical of others sexually or too concerned with perfecting your
technique or you may risk making your partner feel more like they are undergoing a medical
examination than engaging in loving and intimate sex.
You are fussy about sexual partners and may want a person's life history before becoming
involved. Being selective has its advantages but it can detract from enjoyment. Consider sex as
contributing to your physical health -- it will be more fun.

8th House Ruler s in 5th House
The art of sexual pleasure
You're very passionate and intense where love and sex are concerned. You enjoy sex (and lots of
it) and your attitude is one of fun and enjoyment. You're likely to be an energetic, enthusiastic
and fertile lover. Your general level of confidence and self-esteem is closely tied to what's going
on in your sex life; when it's swinging you've a spring in your step, and when it's flat, you're flat.
For you sex and romance go hand-in-hand (or rather, fist in glove) and your lovers are likely to
have a profound effect on you. In fact, your love life is likely to be at its hottest during the
periods of greatest transformation in your life. You enjoy good loving, it gives you a lot of
personal satisfaction and you feel you can really express yourself through your intimate
relationships.

While you are a passionate and resourceful lover, you don't really want to hang around when
things get too heavy, or when you're no longer the focus of attention or the one who calls the
shots. You want to have fun and to enjoy yourself. You probably take a great deal of pride in your
conquests, performance and technique. You may have so many romantic, and sexual, adventures
and opportunities that it could be difficult for you to make a lasting commitment. Nevertheless,
your lovers could prove helpful and supportive, not only emotionally, but financially too.
Romance is important in sexual matters and you want a sexual partner who will wine, dine and
pamper you. There should be creativity here as well so that your experiences will maintain a
novel quality. Or perhaps procreation is your goal.
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d in 8th House

One-track mind
Sex occupies a lot of your thinking time and it's probably your preferred topic of conversation.
You may even get pleasure from reading or writing erotic literature while sex and secrets arouse
the voyeur within you. Adolescent sexual activity is likely to strongly influence your attitude
towards sexuality. You may like to rehearse and replay your love making escapades over and
over again in your mind.
Sometimes it might be better to keep certain thoughts to yourself since your candid approach to
matters intimate can give a misleading impression about what you are really like up close and
personal. Nevertheless it is important that you have a verbal as well as a physical rapport with
your sexual partners, since talking about sex can get you very excited indeed.
You want to communicate with your sexual partners verbally as well as physically and, for you,
conversation is a necessary prelude to sexual activities. Another possibility is simply that you
enjoy deep discussions about sexual matters.
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Part Two - Relationship Compatibility

How Justin gets on with Cameron and how Cameron responds.
First the connections you share:

Justin's a w Cameron's d (08°38') assss
Clash
Justin and Cameron can have difficulty understanding each other's perspective. While there is an
initial mental attraction and mutual stimulation between them, it will be their differences that
form the base of the initial attraction.

However, it won't be long before differences of opinion lead to conflict. At times Cameron will feel
misunderstood, while Justin's tendency to suit himself could be a source of conflict - especially if
Justin ignores what Cameron has to say.
Justin's f w Cameron's f (04°08') aaass
Discordant
Regardless of whether they have what it takes to sustain a long-term relationship, Justin and
Cameron feel a strong and lasting attraction towards one another. However, over time, minor
discords between them are probable, although it is more likely to lead to minor differences of
taste, temperament or social activities than to serious conflict.

Justin and Cameron may have a tendency to do things to excess. The biggest difficulty they may
have is that they both express love and affection differently, thereby leaving each other wanting
more from the association than the other is able to give. Finances could also be a source of
disagreement.
Justin's K i Cameron's K (01°33') aasss
Different perspectives
Justin and Cameron tend to have different perspectives and points of view. This is likely to be
because of generational differences between them rather than differences of a personal nature,
(although the former may exacerbate the latter). Although this aspect of Justin and Cameron's
relationship is unlikely to be a source of concern, impatience and reluctance to accommodate
each other may increase any other differences, conflicts or hostility between them.
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Justin's important connections:
Personality

Justin's self-image, the face he shows the world and how Cameron will see him. Also, the way
Justin personally experiences Cameron in his life.
Justin's s in Cameron's 1st House
How Justin's way of behaving affects Cameron's personality
A strong emotional bond quickly develops between Justin and Cameron since they can feel so in
tune and comfortable with one another. They both feel very much at home together and soon
become as familiar as an old pair of slippers.

Justin is very sensitive and responsive to Cameron's needs, offering her sympathy and
understanding that engenders trust and confidence. Justin can be very protective of her and has
a tendency to smother her with affection.

While there is much mutual sympathy, at times, Justin's moodiness may be difficult for Cameron
to understand, especially during periods of stress and uncertainty. At times she may find him a
little fickle and even consider him a bit of a hypochondriac, prone to worry over little things.
Nevertheless, Cameron will seek out Justin's company since he has the ability to tune into her,
offering his much needed comfort and support. Cameron will stimulate Justin's natural whimsical
and sentimental side and she will also gain from his popularity.

Your partner's moods can set the tone for the relationship and you take them very personally,
perhaps even feeling you cause them. This will make you sensitive to your partner's needs. It can
also make your partner emotionally supportive of you.
Justin's s e Cameron's d (04°00') aaass
Open
This is a very good aspect to find in a relationship since quick understanding of each other's
thoughts and feelings keep lines of communication open and running smoothly. There is
intellectual and emotional understanding and compatibility between Justin and Cameron.

They enjoy each other's companionship and their conversations are lively and interesting. Mutual
understanding helps foster intellectual development in both Justin and Cameron. Shared interests
keep them both stimulated in one another's company and, at times, their ability to understand
each other's thoughts may even give the impression there is a telepathic link between them.
Justin's s q Cameron's h (03°50') aaass
Long-term happiness
Justin and Cameron's relationship has one of the key ingredients for long-term happiness and
success. Their relationship is one that encourages mutual trust, confidence and respect, thereby
enabling them to overcome many of life's trials and tribulations together. Cameron stimulates
Justin's imagination and her presence has the happy knack of boosting Justin's confidence.

Cameron is very helpful to Justin, being positive, understanding and protective. Generous
towards Justin as well, she may even get into the habit of spoiling him, indulging his whims and
caprices. Justin is very amenable to the needs of Cameron, willingly co-operating and
compromising with her. Cameron can bring out the best in Justin and may even act as a guide or
mentor to him.
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Justin's s w Cameron's j (05°04') aasss
Disagreements
There is a lot of glue between Justin and Cameron, the kind of glue that keeps people together.
However in time Cameron can have a frustrating effect on Justin, and may even affect his
emotional well being by being too critical and unfeeling. Cameron can appear aloof, and
indifferent to the plight of Justin and it wouldn't be long before Justin begins to resent the
restrictions placed upon them by Cameron, making his even more sensitive to Cameron.

Whether she knows it or not Cameron appears to be too hard to please and may even block or
oppose Justin's plans. Domestic difficulties and financial disagreements are likely. Unless there
are other mitigating factors in the relationship this association is unlikely to benefit either party.
Justin's s r Cameron's ; (06°17') aasss
Upsetting
Justin and Cameron feel a strong connection, as if a powerful force was drawing them together,
arousing deep feelings. Nevertheless, Cameron can have a disconcerting influence on Justin,
arousing his fears and anxieties.
In time Cameron can be jealous and possessive of Justin and may even try to dominate him,
resorting to subtle forms of manipulation or emotional blackmail. Cameron's influence on Justin
may be emotionally upsetting. Domestic disharmony may arise because of sexual problems
between Justin and Cameron.

Justin's f in Cameron's 1st House
How Justin's charms affect Cameron's personality
Justin and Cameron have a high opinion of each other and Cameron is particularly enamoured by
Justin's charm, social grace and attractiveness. They can both relax and be themselves when
together, although they may have trouble keeping their lust and desire for one another in check,
but may neglect some of their duties and responsibilities in their urge to merge.
Because of the high opinion they may have of each other, possessiveness and jealously may
surface occasionally.

Cameron feels more attractive and adorable in Justin's presence, with him on her arm she can
feel like a million dollars. They can bring out the best in each other; but they can be very slovenly
and self-indulgent too.
They have much mutual love and affection for one another and while Cameron is very idealistic in
love, desiring ease, luxury and companionship, her affectionate nature means Justin will be
willing to provide her with many of life's little luxuries.
If your partner displays charm or shows affection, the effect on you can be profound. One might
say "blow in my ear and I'll follow you anywhere." In other words, the promise of pleasure is the
most direct way for your partner to reach you.
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Justin's f o Cameron's g (00°52') aaass
Tempestuous
There is a very strong and intense physical attraction between Justin and Cameron but in time
passions could spill over making this a tempestuous combination. Cameron can become too
ardent, passionate and possessive. Justin may find Cameron too impatient while she may
consider Justin too passive or lazy.

Emotions between Justin and Cameron are easily aroused and can quickly spill over into disputes
and friction. The sexual chemistry between them is passionate and intense but they won't be able
to resolve all their tensions and differences in the bedroom. The conflicts, tension and strong
physical attraction between Justin and Cameron make this an unforgettable union.
Justin's f e Cameron's ; (05°01') aasss
Compulsive
There is a powerful, and at times compulsive, physical attraction between Justin and Cameron.
Mutually intense and deep feelings between them are easily aroused and when they get up close
and personal the sexual chemistry is electrifying. Cameron is likely to have a powerful affect on
Justin's emotions and his affection for Cameron, who has the potential to be a tremendously
positive influence on him, empowering Justin personally and financially.

Nevertheless there is something obsessive, dramatic and even fated about Justin and Cameron's
relationship.
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Love and what you value most

Justin's impact on Cameron's sense of self-worth, her possessions, material security and personal
value system.
Justin's a in Cameron's 2nd House
How Justin's vitality affects Cameron's values
Justin can have a powerful affect on the personal finances and financial well being of Cameron.
Justin can bring stability and security into her life, increasing her sense of self-confidence and selfworth. Justin is also likely to give Cameron the support and encouragement to make more of her
talents and abilities.
Money, security values, possessiveness and possessions are likely to be stressed. Justin may
bring Cameron financial support or might encourage Cameron to improve her financial situation.
Justin's success or recognition will be closely connected with Cameron's sense of emotional and
financial security.
Your feelings of self-worth may be closely connected with your partner's successes and failures.
You may discover, however, that if you concentrate on working toward your own goals, your
partner will throw his or her support behind you.
Justin's a u Cameron's g (01°58') assss
Tricky
There is a strong sexual attraction between Justin and Cameron. The sparks can really fly when
they get together which may sometimes lead to conflict and rivalry. Justin can appear too
domineering while Cameron may come on too aggressively.
An outlet for excessive energy is required to avoid too much conflict, irritation or impatience.
Rivalry is a problem and clashes of personality and temperament will exacerbate a tendency to
quarrel. It would be difficult for either Justin or Cameron to submit to the demands of the other
for long.

Justin's a i Cameron's h (01°28') aasss
Too much
While there is likely to be a fair share of good fortune about Justin and Cameron's relationship, it
won't be long before their very different outlooks on love, life and the universe threatens to drive
a wedge between them. When Justin and Cameron get together they tend to go to extremes
financially, emotionally and even physically.
Cameron may promise more than is possible, while Justin may want to go it alone at times, to
suit himself and do his own thing. This in turn may conflict with some of Cameron's aspirations,
ideals or spiritual values. Sometimes Cameron may come across to Justin as too pompous or
dogmatic in her beliefs.
Justin might also evoke hostility in Cameron, continually challenge her opinions, or expect too
much of her. Whilst this is unlikely to cause too much difficulty, they would both benefit from
periods apart, thus ensuring that the time they did spend together was quality time.
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Justin's a e Cameron's j (07°34') assss
Loyalty
Loyalty and stability make this a hard bond to break. There really is a lot of glue between Justin
and Cameron and when they get together they have a sense that there is something serious
about their relationship which has the potential to be a long-term commitment offering a good
balance of confidence, optimism and ambition.
Agreement in handling difficulties and accepting duties and responsibilities helps lay the
foundations for lasting security and stability.
Cameron has a restraining influence on Justin, which is to his advantage, since Cameron offers
constructive support to him. Justin inspires confidence in Cameron and alleviates any of her
worries or fears. Cameron gets inspiration from Justin.

This combination is excellent for a long-term and committed relationship since it indicates much
mutual loyalty and stability. Cameron will benefit more from the relationship since Justin will be
the one willing to make most of the compromises.
Justin's a e Cameron's K (04°08') aaass
Extraordinary
Definitely an unusual and original relationship that stimulates each other's ideas, creativity and
desire for change. Justin and Cameron make a magnetic, romantic (if a little peculiar) pair. They
felt a strange, mutually magnetic attraction from the start.
Cameron gives Justin a wake-up call, activating and encouraging his latent talents. When they
get together their relationship can become one long rebellious, anti-social and unconventional
(but unforgettable) adventure.

There is something unique about the chemistry between Justin and Cameron. Cameron is often
unpredictable, while Justin is never quite sure how Cameron will behave, but this just adds to the
excitement. Spiritual harmony and a never ending exchange of ideas keeps Justin and Cameron
on their toes. Love and romance is lively, unpredictable and stimulating.
Justin's d in Cameron's 2nd House
How Justin's words affect Cameron's values
Justin's suggestions can be of great benefit to Cameron. While he may not be aware of it, his
opinion and words of encouragement (or criticism!) can actually affect Cameron's sense of self
worth and self-confidence.

However, at times it may not be prudent for Cameron to get carried away with his ideas about
what to do with her money, since however well meaning, Justin's ideas and opinions are likely to
be subject to frequent changes and revision.

Nevertheless Justin will be eager to handle the details when it comes to finances and so Cameron
needs therefore to be sure before getting too intimately involved with him on a financial basis.
Justin's words of support and encouragement can go a long way in helping Cameron to make
more of her talents and abilities. If they do go into business together, Justin is likely to want to
take care of the financial side of things and will never be short of ideas on how to make more
money. It is important that lines of communication are always kept open and clear where
financial matters are concerned.

There can be a great deal of discussion with your partner about your handling of money. This
may only be as consultation, but if it is criticism and you want to change the subject, try talking
about values and things that are important in life.
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Justin's d y Cameron's h (01°48') aaass
Understanding
Justin and Cameron can learn a lot from each other. They bring each other intellectual
understanding and inspiration and their conversations are likely to be lively and witty, each
enjoying the other's company - often behaving like a comic double act. The optimistic,
inspirational qualities of Cameron inspire Justin and encourage him to broaden his horizons and
make more of his mental abilities.

Creative self-expression is enhanced for both Justin and Cameron in this relationship. Justin helps
Cameron communicate her dreams and aspirations making them more viable and realistic while
Cameron inspires Justin's intellectual, moral and spiritual qualities and development. Cameron is
tolerant of Justin's ideas and opinions and will protect, inspire and encourage his attempts to
make the most of his talents.
Justin's d o Cameron's K (00°52') aaass
Disagreements
Cameron's stimulating effect on Justin could easily spill over to irritation with Cameron proving
herself to be increasingly unreliable and unpredictable. Justin can seem too superficial and
differences of opinion and misunderstandings may lead inevitably to conflict.

Many adjustments and allowances will need to be made, especially by Justin, for the relationship
to last. In time Justin may become increasingly reluctant to get involved with Cameron because
of the disruptions and upheaval caused to his plans. The relationship is likely to be plagued with
impatience, tension and many minor irritations.

Separations are likely when temporary periods of calmness make way for periods of almost
chaotic activity. Disagreement may become a permanent feature of the relationship if both Justin
and Cameron don't give each other plenty of space and freedom.
Justin's d r Cameron's l (02°14') aaaas
Deceptive
Cameron may inspire, enchant, confuse or even deceive Justin. Cameron's influence on Justin
may be subtle but it has the potential to eventually undermine him in some way. Whether
Cameron is aware of it or not, she has a way of making some situations less clear and
straightforward than Justin would wish.

Misunderstandings, and even deception, are possible features of this relationship, however
worthy the initial intentions. Cameron is more likely to be the one who creates the distortion or
deception, maybe on the misguided assumption that it would be best for Justin if he were kept in
the dark and didn't know the whole story.

Cameron's secretive, even clandestine motives could have an undermining effect on Justin who is
apt to become aware that something is amiss. If such situations were to arise, Justin may not be
able put his finger on what was wrong except to admit a certain unease. Whether it is a case of
being unfaithful or simply untruthful, at worst this relationship could suffer from deception, deceit
or even fraud.
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Justin's d u Cameron's ; (00°39') aaaas
Power struggles
Although there is a strong force that seems to compel Justin and Cameron to get together and air
their opinions and differences, things can easily get out of hand. Cameron can have a controlling,
even manipulative, effect on Justin who may find Cameron too intense and demanding, feeling
that she controls and dominates discussions all the time.
Resentments are likely to fester especially if Cameron considers Justin too lightweight or
superficial. Differences of opinion could lead to power struggles between Justin and Cameron.
Justin's g in Cameron's 2nd House
How Justin's energetic drive affects Cameron's values
When it comes to making or spending money, Justin is always on the go and will encourage
Cameron to develop her financial assets and show enterprise and initiative when it comes to
handling her money.

However, Cameron may consider Justin too adventurous, impatient and impulsive when it comes
to money and his tendency to overspend may lead to quarrels over money and a struggle
between them for greater financial independence.
Money and finances could be a source of conflict. but it is more likely that it is due
interest in Cameron's financial affairs. So unless Cameron feels happy to let Justin
the purse strings, to avoid conflict it's probably best they try not to get too closely
joint finances since they may have very different ideas about how business should
and that could be a source of tension and disagreements.

to Justin's
take charge of
involved in
be conducted -

You may think that your partner wants to handle your money, or at least tell you how to spend it.
This could help you get your act together here. Or perhaps it would be easier just to let your
partner take charge of the finances.
Justin's g y Cameron's h (03°14') assss
Dynamic
This is a very harmonious and dynamic relationship with Justin and Cameron stimulating each
other's aspirations and ambitions and complementing one another particularly well. They
stimulate mutual helpfulness in achieving prosperity, although extravagance and a desire to take
risks may occasionally endanger what they have, but this is an inevitable feature of what
happens when these two get together.
Nevertheless their mutual support and encouragement promotes optimism and, in a way, they
make their own luck. Together they have a strong desire for freedom and new experiences and
while they may share big plans, they also have the potential to put them into action. As long as
their ideas are not too unrealistic and they don't overextend themselves physically or financially,
Justin and Cameron can accomplish a great deal together.
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Justin's g e Cameron's j (05°40') aasss
Endurance
Justin stimulates Cameron's ambitions, encouraging her to progress and giving her added selfconfidence in the process. Although Cameron puts the brakes on Justin, this may prove very
helpful and productive in areas where Justin acts impulsively or impatiently, without foresight.
This aspect of Justin and Cameron's relationship is an indicator of endurance.

Justin's courage, strength and physical drive can combine well with Cameron's caution and
wisdom. If Justin and Cameron co-operate with one another, they can be very effective in joint
projects and enterprises. Therefore, this relationship is excellent for practical accomplishments,
overcoming obstacles and furthering Justin and Cameron's long-term ambitions.
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Intellectual pursuits

How Justin might affect Cameron's understanding, in the area of philosophy, culture, religion, law
and publishing. Also, the likelihood of foreign travel or other long trips together.
Justin's h in Cameron's 9th House
How Justin's optimism influences Cameron's philosophy
Whether Justin and Cameron meet while on their travels or in an educational or spiritual setting,
these factors are sure to play an important role in their relationship. It is also likely that they
both may come from very different social, religious or cultural backgrounds, but this is likely to
be a source of much mutual interest and enrichment rather than discord.
Justin will help Cameron to grow and broaden her horizons, and encourage her to make more of
her intellectual abilities through study or philosophical exploration.
Your partner can expand your religious or philosophical views, although this education may
sometimes come in the form of a sermon. It may not be easy to break into the monologue, but
your partner can be open to your ideas if you present them.

Justin's h q Cameron's K (05°54') aasss
Unconventional
While the sparks that fly between Justin and Cameron are likely to be more philosophical than
physical, they may well have an unusual and inspirational relationship, sharing many mutual
metaphysical and philosophical interests. Justin and Cameron can be good for each other. They
respect and encourage each other's need for freedom and self-expression.

Justin and Cameron can bring out the best in one another, stimulating each other to make more
of themselves and their abilities, encouraging and discovering the gifts and talents they each
possess. Justin and Cameron will prove to be very lucky together and will have many original,
unconventional and exciting times.
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Justin's j in Cameron's 9th House
How Justin's discipline affects Cameron's philosophy
Justin may endeavour to make Cameron take the spiritual dimension of her life more seriously,
encouraging her to adopt a more serious attitude to the important issues in life. However, at
times Cameron may find Justin's views too conservative or old fashioned and may feel that
adopting his way of life brings too many burdens.

Both Justin and Cameron's opinions about other cultures or philosophies may differ and the
responsibilities that Justin places upon her may limit or frustrate Cameron's attempts to take up
her educational interests.

While they can both provide each other with much mutual help and support, Justin needs to
guard against being too cautious or critical of Cameron since he may inadvertently deflate some
of Cameron's cherished dreams. In time, Cameron may become increasingly reluctant to share
her opinions with Justin for fear that he will find fault and thereby undermine her confidence and
optimism.

Cameron may feel that Justin cramps her style, while Justin may think Cameron too superficial or
shallow. There may be conflict between Justin's need for material security and Cameron's
approach to life and interest in the metaphysical and spiritual matters.

Justin may place too much responsibility upon Cameron while her desire for adventure and
exploration of new horizons and possibilities may make Justin feel fearful or inadequate. If Justin
and Cameron try to appreciate each other's views and opinions and not feel they have to see eyeto-eye on everything, then the differences between them may not be a major problem. Mutual
respect and tolerance is the key to enabling Justin and Cameron to build a common foundation of
shared beliefs and aspirations.
You may feel that your partner resists distant travel, or does not seem to enjoy long trips. If this
occurs, don't stay home. Try the educational value approach. Not only will your partner like
travel, but they may also teach you something about it.
Justin's j q Cameron's K (06°35') assss
Complementary
Cameron can bring the new and unusual into Justin's life whilst he in turn offers Cameron a
practical and constructive outlet for her original insights and ideas. Justin can also bring wisdom
and direction to Cameron's plans and aspirations.

This relationship can combine the best of the old and the new, with both Justin and Cameron
offering something different and yet complementary to enrich the union. Cameron can stimulate
Justin's desire for change while Justin can offer Cameron a steadying influence.
Nevertheless Justin must become more flexible while Cameron must try to be more consistent
and responsible for the relationship to endure.
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Career and ambitions

The effect Justin is likely to have on Cameron's achievements, her professional life, any authority
she may hold and her status and ambitions.
Justin's ; in Cameron's 10th House
How Justin influences Cameron's ambition
How good Justin is for Cameron's reputation in the eyes of the world will depend on a number of
factors, nevertheless, Justin may exert a powerful effect upon Cameron's career, worldly
ambitions and aim in life. While Justin may adopt a parental role within the relationship, Cameron
should avoid acting out unfinished business from her early home life in her relationship with him.
For example, Cameron may put Justin up on a pedestal and then challenge his power and
authority. Acting out parental power struggles is fine, if it leads Justin to greater insight and
awareness, bringing hidden motivations and complexes to light, especially if such hidden
complexes are influencing Cameron's worldly success or otherwise.

Nevertheless, Justin will influence Cameron's destiny and function in society, although Justin may
prefer to stay behind the scenes while Cameron gets the accolades, applause and the occasional
ripe tomato.
You see your partner wielding power in the world, at least your world. This could, at times, make
you feel somewhat oppressed. If, however, you can unite your forces, you won't have to worry
about outsiders controlling your lives.
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Friends and associates

Friends, acquaintances, associates, associations, clubs, or any group Justin feels a part of.
Justin's hopes, wishes and professional values and how Cameron might play her part in them.
Justin's K in Cameron's 11th House
How Justin's originality affects Cameron's friendships
Cameron's friends and acquaintances may consider Justin a bit odd. Cameron may find his
eccentric and unpredictable way of behaving unsettling and uncomfortable in social settings and
he may even upset some of her friends, if so, this may cause Cameron to demand greater social
independence from Justin.

On a more positive level Justin will introduce Cameron to some very unusual and eccentric
people, a group of kindred spirits who bring about change in Cameron's aspirations and
humanitarian ideals. Justin may bring her into contact with activities and groups in which she will
have the opportunity to develop new and unusual friendships and, in the process, develop a new
understanding and social awareness.
Your partner may avoid joining groups because it interferes with personal freedom, or maintains
individuality in associations and won't fade into the background. If you're involved with others of
like attitude, this area can be very exciting.
Justin's K q Cameron's l (02°55') aaaas
Encouraging
Justin and Cameron share and encourage each other's unusual dreams and artistic originality.
They stimulate each other's imagination and can have an inspirational affect on the more
significant concerns they come to share, which may involve them in the investigation of the
mystical or the occult. Similarity of social and political views will reinforce other harmonious
characteristics of their relationship.
Justin's K y Cameron's ; (01°20') aaaas
Enrichment
This is a mutually encouraging aspect of Justin and Cameron's relationship, each being able to
bring to the other their different experiences to enrich each other's lives. They can help each
other through periods of major personal change and transformation, but, during periods of
stability, this transformative part of the way they interact together will not be noticed until it is
required.
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Mysteries of the mind

Illusion, when things are not quite what they seem; secrets, ideals, deception and self-deception,
dreams, intuition and drugs, illness, institutions, anywhere it is difficult to get a clear picture of
what is going on, is likely to be hard for Justin to fathom.
Justin's l in Cameron's 12th House
How Justin's altruism influences Cameron's unconscious mind
There is a strong link between Justin and Cameron and, if they believe in Karma or reincarnation,
they probably feel they have met before and that in their present relationship they are resolving
unfinished business from a previous lifetime.
Justin may introduce Cameron to the occult, spiritualism or the more mystical areas of life. While
this can be a spiritually enhancing experience it can also undermine her, leading to all kinds of
difficulties if not treated with respect and therefore may be better left alone.

Nevertheless Justin can have a powerful affect on Cameron but it may not always be obvious and
he may tempt her away from a particular lifestyle towards another, built on very different values
and ideals.
Whether by accident or design, Justin can act upon Cameron's affection in the most subtlest of
ways, easily arousing her sympathies and escapist tendencies. While Justin may encourage the
expression of Cameron's selfless and more charitable side, outsiders may find it difficult to
comprehend her willingness to make personal sacrifices and put the needs of Justin before her
own.

You may find your partner extremely spiritually oriented, having great faith in something beyond
him or herself. This view may sometimes seem unrealistic. Don't dismiss it, however, because
you may find this approach sometimes works.
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How Cameron gets on with Justin and how Justin responds.
First the connections you share:

Cameron's a w Justin's d (07°16') aasss
Clash
Cameron and Justin can have difficulty understanding each other's perspective. While there is an
initial mental attraction and mutual stimulation between them, it will be their differences that
form the base of the initial attraction.

However, it won't be long before differences of opinion lead to conflict. At times Justin will feel
misunderstood, while Cameron's tendency to suit herself could be a source of conflict - especially
if Cameron ignores what Justin has to say.
Cameron's f w Justin's f (04°08') aaass
Discordant
Regardless of whether they have what it takes to sustain a long-term relationship, Cameron and
Justin feel a strong and lasting attraction towards one another. However, over time, minor
discords between them are probable, although it is more likely to lead to minor differences of
taste, temperament or social activities than to serious conflict.

Cameron and Justin may have a tendency to do things to excess. The biggest difficulty they may
have is that they both express love and affection differently, thereby leaving each other wanting
more from the association than the other is able to give. Finances could also be a source of
disagreement.
Cameron's K i Justin's K (01°33') aasss
Different perspectives
Cameron and Justin tend to have different perspectives and points of view. This is likely to be
because of generational differences between them rather than differences of a personal nature,
(although the former may exacerbate the latter). Although this aspect of Cameron and Justin's
relationship is unlikely to be a source of concern, impatience and reluctance to accommodate
each other may increase any other differences, conflicts or hostility between them.
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Cameron's important connections:
Personality

Cameron's self-image, the face she shows the world and how Justin will see her. Also, the way
Cameron personally experiences Justin in her life.
Cameron's a in Justin's 1st House
How Cameron's vitality affects Justin's personality
Cameron has the ability to make Justin shine. Cameron's effect on him is very personal and she
can see how she affects Justin's sense of identity. Cameron actively encourages and energizes
Justin, stimulating him to greater action and activity. Justin somehow feels stronger when
Cameron is around him and things can sometimes go a little flat when Cameron is away.

Justin may take great pride in Cameron's attention and may seek to make sure that some of her
star quality rubs off on him, he enjoys being seen in Cameron's company. At times, Justin may
resent Cameron's ability to take the limelight, nevertheless the sense of being alive and where
it's at, coupled with the added self-confidence she can give him more than makes up for this.

Your ego will have a direct impact on your partner's personality. Either you will feel that there is
energy and support behind your personal development, or else that you must bend your needs to
the will of your partner.
Cameron's a r Justin's K (07°57') aasss
Rollercoaster
Cameron and Justin's relationship is likely to be a bit of a rollercoaster ride and while it may well
start with a bang, it could be a real challenge to stop it going off the rails with Justin having a
disconcerting, disruptive and disorderly affect on Cameron.

After a brief period of intense fascination and infatuation, the differences between Cameron and
Justin quickly appear. Conflicts lead to an on/off relationship with Justin's unpredictability leading
to Cameron's eventual resentment and irritation. Justin will rebel against Cameron's attempt to
assert her will and his impatience and rebelliousness will increase with time and make it difficult
for them to sustain a committed relationship.
Cameron's a i Justin's ; (01°45') assss
Draining
Justin can force powerful changes upon Cameron, especially in the more intimate areas of their
relationship. However, conflict is likely to arise sooner or later since the differences between
Cameron and Justin may just be too great for either party to be able to reach a workable
compromise.

Inability to bridge the gap between their differences may bring out Cameron's more dogmatic
side, while Justin may become obsessive and possessive under stress. Justin's compulsiveness,
intensity, secrecy and aloofness may be a further source of conflict. Friction occurs when Justin
tries to change Cameron while being resistant to change themselves.

This can be a powerful relationship, with Cameron and Justin having the ability to urge each
other on to greater heights but unless they can both learn to exercise greater self-control the
relationship could deteriorate into a series of energy draining power struggles in which each tries
to force their agenda upon the other. Sex is also likely to be a source of conflict.
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Cameron's g in Justin's 1st House
How Cameron's energetic drive affects Justin's personality
Cameron's 'get up and go' has an energising effect on Justin. Cameron encourages him to be
more independent and self-sufficient and to show enterprise and initiative. However Cameron's
energy and drive can be a bit too much for him at times since his desire for a quick fix, or quick
results, can be a source of tension if she is too domineering.
Justin may consider Cameron too rash, impatient and impulsive. With the best will in the world,
in her eagerness, Cameron may overstep the mark with her enthusiasm to help Justin. It is not
that Cameron doesn't have his best interests at heart but Justin may feel that if he does not
make a stand then Cameron will end up running his life.
The physical attraction between Cameron and Justin is apt to be strong and ardent. However
quarrels and conflict between them may never be too far from the surface if they don't have
other avenues (whether in the bedroom, boardroom or the gym) in which to channel their
energies.

You might sometimes feel that your partner is trying to take charge of your life by telling you
how to look, what to wear, etc. This may be in your own best interest, but if it seems like
nagging or bullying to you, stand up for your rights.
Cameron's g t Justin's h (00°13') aaaaa
Dynamic
This is a very harmonious and dynamic relationship with Cameron and Justin stimulating each
other's aspirations and ambitions and complementing one another particularly well. They
stimulate mutual helpfulness in achieving prosperity, although extravagance and a desire to take
risks may occasionally endanger what they have, but this is an inevitable feature of what
happens when these two get together.
Nevertheless their mutual support and encouragement promotes optimism and, in a way, they
make their own luck. Together they have a strong desire for freedom and new experiences and
while they may share big plans, they also have the potential to put them into action. As long as
their ideas are not too unrealistic and they don't overextend themselves physically or financially,
Cameron and Justin can accomplish a great deal together.

Cameron's g t Justin's j (00°28') aaaas
Endurance
Cameron stimulates Justin's ambitions, encouraging him to progress and giving him added selfconfidence in the process. Although Justin puts the brakes on Cameron, this may prove very
helpful and productive in areas where Cameron acts impulsively or impatiently, without foresight.
This aspect of Cameron and Justin's relationship is an indicator of endurance.
Cameron's courage, strength and physical drive can combine well with Justin's caution and
wisdom. If Cameron and Justin co-operate with one another, they can be very effective in joint
projects and enterprises. Therefore, this relationship is excellent for practical accomplishments,
overcoming obstacles and furthering Cameron and Justin's long-term ambitions.
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Cameron's g i Justin's ; (00°45') aaaas
Explosive
There is a powerful, almost primitive force that seems to draw Cameron and Justin together.
Their relationship can be very volatile and it may be difficult for them to work together for long
without there being serious risks of conflict and power struggles. As suppressed tensions begin to
surface a conflict of wills may make progress impossible and neither will want to be seen to give
way or lose face.
Whoever does have to stand aside is likely to suffer from resentment, which may surface in an
explosive manner. Any show of authority or bossiness on the part of one is likely to be met with
swift and uncompromising resistance on the part of the other. Sex, which may be a roller coaster
of an adventure at first, may turn into a battlefield. Sexual perverseness on the part of Justin
may even be disconcerting to Cameron.
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Love and what you value most

Cameron's impact on Justin's sense of self-worth, his possessions, material security and personal
value system.
Cameron's K in Justin's 2nd House
How Cameron's originality affects Justin's values
The area of Justin's personal finances may be subject to some disruption and upheaval through
his association with Cameron. Money and possessions may flow in and he may benefit financially
through Cameron, but money could also flow out.
Sudden, unexpected and even dramatic changes in income, or expenditures, are likely when
Cameron and Justin get together. It is probably best for them not to become to closely involved
financially since they are likely to have different views as to how best to manage their finances.
Otherwise, the area of personal finance will be subject to instability which may be fine for
Cameron but Justin may prefer a steady flow rather than the uncertainty generated by the
possibility of windfalls from Cameron's get-rich-quick schemes.

Cameron's unpredictability may affect Justin's confidence and exacerbate any insecurity he has.
It's as if Cameron was raising Justin up one minute and then dropping his down the next.
Through the course of their relationship, Cameron is likely to cause Justin to seriously re-examine
his values, and he may develop a completely new, and revolutionary view, about money and the
importance of material possessions.
You may not want your partner to handle your finances because, when it comes to money, you
see your partner as erratic. If this becomes an issue, suggest that responsibility for such
mundane matters will hinder your partner's sense of freedom.

Cameron's ; in Justin's 2nd House
How Cameron influences Justin's values
Cameron may give Justin the help and support to completely transform his notion of his own selfworth. Cameron may also provide him with the resources he needs to make more of his talents
and abilities. Money could be a source of difficulty if Cameron appears to be overtly concerned
with Justin's financial situation and tries to control his financial affairs. Justin's self-esteem may
be closely tied to how sexy or sexually appealing he feels. Cameron can be a big help by
encouraging Justin to explore his sexuality in the comfort of a loving and trusting relationship,
thereby bringing Justin much emotional satisfaction.

Therefore, Cameron can have a considerable influence on Justin's financial and emotional security
and the happier and healthier Cameron and Justin's sex life, the more secure Justin may feel. In
times of emotional turmoil and crisis Justin may seek solace through sex, as others sometimes do
through drink and drugs. Justin may find that he can use sex to get what he wants from Cameron
and, at times, may be tempted to do so. But this can work both ways. Cameron may prove only
too willing to take care of Justin and most of his material needs. Nevertheless if Justin were to
use his sex appeal to make himself more secure financially, he needs to be careful not to
undermine his self-worth, or leave himself too much in the hands of Cameron.
You may feel that your partner wants total control over your finances. This can be wonderful if
you have little interest in money. If however you do, you might suggest that you each handle
your own finances to avoid conflicts.
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Home life

Cameron's home, her mother and her mothering instincts, as well as Cameron's domestic and
family situations in general. How Justin can affect Cameron on a deep level, and may arouse her
protective and nurturing instincts.
Cameron's l in Justin's 4th House
How Cameron's altruism influences Justin's family
Cameron can encourage and inspire Justin to build the foundations of his life on more idealistic
and spiritual foundations. At times Justin and Cameron may feel a strong urge to lock themselves
away and escape from the world together. As they attempt to build an ideal home together their
domestic life may be subjected to many dramas.

This is especially so in property and family matters; an area where there is potential for
misunderstandings. Confusion could present problems for the relationship and so lines of
communication need to be kept open. It is important that, in their most private life, Cameron and
Justin endeavour to remain sympathetic and understanding of each other.
Cameron seems able to connect with Justin on a deep psychological level and can be a source of
real inspiration for him, instinctively knowing how, and when, to connect with him, when he is in
most need of comfort and support. Cameron is very selfless and supportive towards Justin, often
being willing to make personal sacrifices for his benefit.
Cameron can be very anxious and protective of Justin and has a keen awareness of his
vulnerable and sensitive side. There may be times when Cameron's moodiness proves a bit
disconcerting for Justin. At such times Justin may find it difficult to get close to and connect with
Cameron since she may periodically appear elusive and distant.

Emotionally, uncertainty may leave Justin feeling that Cameron is not totally reliable, therefore, it
is important that they keep lines of communication open at times of change and upheaval. While
Cameron and Justin have the potential for a very loving and romantic relationship, unrealistic
expectations could eventually cause disillusionment and disappointment. There is a great deal of
sensitivity between Cameron and Justin and they may at times feel emotionally overwhelmed by
each other.
Your partner's influence in the home is strong but not forceful. Approval or disapproval may not
be consistent and will be more felt than expressed. Do not try to understand the specifics. Work
toward tranquillity and petty complaints can vanish.
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Enjoyment

How Cameron might become involved in entertainment and fun of all kinds; including romance,
gambling, parties, creativity, children and pleasure in general with Justin.
Cameron's h in Justin's 5th House
How Cameron's optimism influences Justin's love of life
Cameron and Justin make a very adventurous and fun loving couple. Cameron has the knack of
bringing out Justin's playful side and her company is like a breath of fresh air breathed into his
life, he is more likely to take a chance on life and love with Cameron by his side.

Cameron will give him greater confidence and self-belief and will encourage him to make more of
his artistic talents. Joint creative projects and activities are well starred as are adventure and
sporting activities. Fun, excitement and merry-making is very much in the air when Cameron and
Justin get together and they are likely to have a very romantic and sexy love life.

Your partner may be indulgent or self-indulgent when it comes to romance. This can be very
pleasurable, but if this becomes too much of an extravagance, find an inexpensive hobby you can
share. This could be educational and fun, too.
Cameron's h t Justin's K (01°07') aaass
Unconventional
While the sparks that fly between Cameron and Justin are likely to be more philosophical than
physical, they may well have an unusual and inspirational relationship, sharing many mutual
metaphysical and philosophical interests. Cameron and Justin can be good for each other. They
respect and encourage each other's need for freedom and self-expression.

Cameron and Justin can bring out the best in one another, stimulating each other to make more
of themselves and their abilities, encouraging and discovering the gifts and talents they each
possess. Cameron and Justin will prove to be very lucky together and will have many original,
unconventional and exciting times.
Cameron's h q Justin's l (04°28') aaass
Spiritual
In many ways Cameron and Justin are likely to have a very idealistic relationship. Spiritual and
religious interest are encouraged in both, with Cameron coming from a more established
viewpoint and cultural perspective while Justin brings a certain 'otherworldly' or even mystical
quality.
There may be evidence of a strong, almost telepathic or psychic link between Cameron and
Justin, with the relationship tending to prove fortunate for both. This is a highly spiritual
combination with a strong probability that you will share a belief in something beyond the here
and now.
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Career and ambitions

The effect Cameron is likely to have on Justin's achievements, his professional life, any authority
he may hold and his status and ambitions.
Cameron's s in Justin's 10th House
How Cameron's way of behaving affects Justin's ambitions
Cameron and Justin have many shared aims and objectives. Cameron is very influential where
Justin's professional life is concerned and may act as a guide or mentor in some way because she
has great faith in his abilities and seems to instinctively understand his aims and objectives and
will endeavour to help him in his career.

Cameron feels a strong urge to see Justin succeed and will be prepared to consider his needs
first, going out of her way to gather the support he needs. Cameron also may also consider Justin
like a trophy and take great pride in them being seen together. Cameron is very protective
towards him and may feel great satisfaction in being a positive figure to Justin, helping and
supporting him to achieve his worldly ambitions.
Cameron is also likely to be rather proud of Justin and of his achievements and will want the
world to know it. Cameron and Justin may form a very productive business or professional
relationship.

You may feel that your partner is right behind you in your career, or some other role you have in
the world, and it may always be that way. But if your partner becomes threatened, you may
notice that you are being subtly undermined.
Cameron's s r Justin's d (00°57') aaaaa
Mix-up
Cameron can be hypersensitive to Justin and at times may even misconstrue his motivations or
interests. Misunderstandings may occur since Cameron may not always be able to relate to
Justin's perspective or point of view - or may just not agree with them. Justin can become critical
and impatient with Cameron's lack of clarity and common sense.
A 'head' versus 'heart' conflict may ensue. Since Cameron is so sensitive to Justin, his
insensitivity or tactlessness can easily upset her. Justin fails to appreciate Cameron's moods and
feelings, whilst Cameron fails to appreciate the logic behind some of Justin's ideas.
A simple lack of understanding rather than any mutual animosity may be the real factor that
threatens to undermine Cameron and Justin's relationship.

Cameron's s e Justin's f (03°26') aaaas
Affectionate
There is a great deal of love, sympathy and affection between Cameron and Justin. The deep
devotion and emotional harmony between Cameron and Justin can go a long way to overcoming
any difficulties they may have in other areas of their relationship. There will always be a growing
(and lasting) attraction and attachment between them.
Whatever uncertainties the future holds, Cameron and Justin's relationship has one of the most
important ingredients for long-term love and romance. They have a comforting affect on one
another and can benefit from their association financially as well as emotionally. Cameron and
Justin's deep companionship enhances their social life and the enjoyment of their mutual
interests.
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Cameron's s r Justin's g (04°04') aaass
Volatile
The sparks are sure to fly when Cameron and Justin get together. Whilst there is a powerful
attraction between them, their relationship can be very exciting and very volatile. In time Justin
may become impatient with Cameron and emotions are likely to run high, increasing the
possibility of serious conflicts.
Cameron is hypersensitive to Justin and he may nag or be so touchy towards Cameron that it
begins to affect Cameron's emotional and physical well-being. Justin will want to take the lead
and at times may even try to coerce Cameron into doing what he wants.

Cameron's s w Justin's K (00°16') aaaaa
Disruptive
The chemistry between Cameron and Justin was apparent from the start and the sparks really fly
when they get together. However, sooner or later some serious differences are likely to surface
bringing irritations and conflict to the fore. Cameron and Justin are likely to have an emotionally
volatile relationship.

Justin's increasing fickleness and unreliability in Cameron's eyes can be irritating to her. Justin
can upset Cameron emotionally, whilst she will become increasingly sensitive to his eccentricities.
Justin can be inconsiderate, apparently disregarding Cameron's feelings, needs and views.
If Cameron and Justin do team up together, although there is a strong chemistry between them,
inevitably the relationship will be disruptive in some way. It may even be so unconventional and
indiscreet that it ends up causing trouble for one or both parties. Although eventful and exciting
Cameron and Justin are likely to suffer from many upsets and separations with the ensuing
instability and insecurity.
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Cameron's j in Justin's 10th House
How Cameron's discipline affects Justin's ambition
There is a strong bond and mutual understanding between Cameron and Justin. They work well
together and are able to shoulder responsibilities that allow them to create a stable base on
which to build a serious relationship, either personal or professional, that will endure.

Cameron may prove to be a tremendous source of influence, security and support in Justin's life,
greatly influencing him status and reputation in the eyes of the world thus giving Justin the
added security and support to make his aspirations a reality. Cameron may have an important
influence in helping Justin shape his worldly ambitions and influencing and furthering his career.

Cameron may make considerable demands upon Justin that may have serious repercussions for
Justin's professional life and, at times, he may consider Cameron as an obstacle or hindrance.
This may make him even more determined to succeed if he feels that he is continually tested and
pushed by Cameron. However Cameron needs to be careful not to belittle Justin's achievements,
because if she keeps giving the impression that what Justin has to offer is never good enough,
this may spur him on to greater success, but may also cause resentment and even make Justin
wonder why he should bother.
At his best Cameron can encourage Justin to adopt a more realistic attitude to life and to his
responsibilities. While Cameron may adopt an almost parental role, she needs to be mindful that
she is a source of security and support - not an ever critical eye, otherwise she will only stand in
the way of Justin's progress, projecting her own fears and inadequacies onto Justin.

Nevertheless Cameron and Justin have similar attitudes and approaches when it comes to
financial security and ambition and will understand each other's needs for security. Since they will
face similar problems, their ability and willingness to reach agreement and co-operate will enable
Cameron and Justin to overcome many of life's trials and tribulations. A business or commercial
relationship between them should run relatively smoothly, and all other things being equal, it
could prove very productive.
Your partner may try to take charge and direct you out there in the world, and you may therefore
may sometimes feel stifled in your efforts. This paternal approach, however, can provide a firm
foundation from which you can operate.
Cameron's j w Justin's l (04°26') aaass
Distrust
Cameron and Justin may have a sense that destiny has brought them together, especially in the
initial stages of the relationship. Justin can inspire Cameron while Cameron can offer much
needed stability and a sense of security to Justin. However, it might not be long before the very
real differences between Cameron and Justin emerge and how they manage this will determine
the eventual outcome of their union.
Justin may grow to feel that Cameron squashes his dreams, censuring his for being too
unrealistic and impractical. Cameron forces responsibilities on Justin, which he does not
appreciate. Openness and clarity may be the first casualty of this relationship since it wouldn't
take much for Cameron and Justin to distrust each other.

Justin may not like Cameron's materialistic view of life while Cameron may find Justin too
idealistic or irresponsible. Cameron may consider Justin an impractical daydreamer. Disillusion or
depression could undermine the relationship, eventually bringing out the worst in both of them. If
this were to happen, then Justin could become increasingly aloof, evasive and even deceitful
while Cameron, in turn, may become increasingly restrictive.
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Cameron's j e Justin's ; (04°42') aaass
Teamwork
This is a good relationship for working together towards a shared goal. When Cameron and Justin
pool their resources they can make a formidable team.
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Friends and associates

Friends, acquaintances, associates, associations, clubs, or any group Cameron feels a part of.
Cameron's hopes, wishes and professional values and how Justin might play his part in them.
Cameron's f in Justin's 11th House
How Cameron's charms affect Justin' friendships and aspirations
Cameron and Justin enjoy each other's company and when they first met, which may have been
at a social event, or through friends, they will have established an instant rapport and mutual
appreciation.
Justin sees Cameron as a friend as well as a lover. In fact, the friendship and social side to the
relationship may be more important to him than the more intimate areas of their relationship.

Anyway, Cameron and Justin may not have much time for a private life since they'll be out and
about more often than they are in. Cameron is likely to be a bit of a socialite and as such is good
for Justin socially and will be very popular with his friends and associates.

It is important for Justin that Cameron gets on with his friends and enjoys being out and about as
much as he does. Cameron will also widen his social circle, bringing him into contact with artistic,
wealthy and glamorous individuals who will share many of Justin's values and aspirations.

There may be times in Justin's relationship with Cameron that they have trouble distinguishing
friendship from love. A good friend doesn't always make a good partner - although Cameron and
Justin's genuine friendship and fondness for each other's company can help them overcome many
of the obstacles life brings.
However things turn out, Cameron and Justin will probably remain good friends even if they have
a tendency to fall in and out of love with each other down through the years. Justin sees
Cameron very much as a kindred spirit, someone who shares his humanitarian ideals and hopes
and wishes for the future.
If Cameron and Justin are particularly group-oriented they might prove a very effective team
uniting together behind some humanitarian cause.

Your partner can be fun at a party and, in your eyes, is very popular in groups. But you may feel
that he or she prefers large gatherings to being alone with you. It's fine to be a social butterfly,
as long as it doesn't dominate one's life.
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Cameron's f r Justin's ; (02°31') aaaas
Demanding
There is a powerful (and at times compulsive) physical attraction between Cameron and Justin.
Intense emotions are never far from the surface and are easily aroused when they get together.
When Cameron and Justin get up close and personal, the sexual chemistry is electrifying but in
time Justin is likely to become increasingly possessive, demanding and domineering. Justin may
even have an emotionally upsetting influence on Cameron. Sex between them is likely to be
intense, obsessive and even taboo breaking.

Differences in taste could eventually prove problematic with Justin trying to manipulate Cameron
into following a social life not in keeping with her true spirit. Cameron's moral integrity could
suffer. The relationship may also suffer from financial problems with Cameron likely to suffer
most from the association.
Cameron may grow uncomfortable under the gaze or in the presence of Justin, who in turn may
pursue Cameron relentlessly, obsessively. As passions threaten to get out of control the
relationship could degenerate into a battlefield fraught with sexual problems and emotional
volatility. One thing is certain - it won't be dull.
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Mysteries of the mind

Illusion, when things are not quite what they seem; secrets, ideals, deception and self-deception,
dreams, intuition and drugs, illness, institutions, anywhere it is difficult to get a clear picture of
what is going on, is likely to be hard for Cameron to fathom.
Cameron's d in Justin's 12th House
How Cameron's words affect Justin's unconscious
There is something unusual about the mental connection between Cameron and Justin, they can
pick up subtle communications from each other, as if they can read each other's thoughts. The
almost telepathic connection and sympathetic understanding between Cameron and Justin
creates effortless communication between them.
Cameron inspires Justin and brings out a deeper dimension to his perspective on life, love and
the universe, encouraging his special interests and latent abilities. However, while Cameron can
enchant Justin, she can also confuse or even mislead him, whether by accident or design, since
her influence has the potential to undermine him.

Whether Cameron is aware or not, from Justin's perspective, she can make some situations
unclear and confusing. Misunderstandings could undermine the relationship. Cameron is more
likely to be the one who creates the problem, maybe on the misguided assumption that it would
be best for Justin if she kept certain things quiet for fear of worrying him.
However, because of the strong link between them, Cameron's motives may only serve to
undermine Justin who is apt to perceive that something is amiss. If such situations arise, Justin
may not be able put his finger on what is wrong except to admit certain unease.
It is important that Cameron and Justin develop a relationship based on mutual trust and
sympathy, otherwise Justin may feel unable to trust telling Cameron too much for fear of being
undermined through gossip and misunderstandings.

You may try to read between the lines when your partner is talking, either hearing innuendoes or
feeling there is more to the words than meets the eye. But this is an excellent position for
investigating hidden matters, if unearthed.
Cameron's d w Justin's g (04°36') aaass
Misunderstandings
When it comes to their discussions and debates, both Cameron and Justin may find it difficult to
get a word in edgeways. While their conversations are usually very energetic and enthusiastic,
Justin may feel Cameron talks too fast and too much or vice-versa. Cameron's tendency to
reason and think things through can irritate Justin who is more impatient, desiring immediate
action and gratification.

Therefore, unless they both exercise greater patience and self-control, the relationship will suffer
from much tension and annoyance. Justin may be too headstrong and impulsive for Cameron,
while to Justin, Cameron appears too concerned with talk and not enough with action.
Conflict is never far from the surface since Justin's aggressive spirit is at odds with Cameron's
reasoning and thoughtful approach. Misunderstandings, quarrels and friction will make close cooperation difficult for any length of time, especially since Cameron can become increasingly
tactless when faced with Justin's confrontational outbursts.
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Cameron's d e Justin's l (03°22') aaass
Psychic link
Justin's influence on Cameron is probably very subtle. Nevertheless Justin inspires, enchants and
brings out a deeper dimension to Cameron's perspective on life, love and the universe,
encouraging Cameron's special interests and latent abilities. There is something unusual that
borders on a psychic link between Cameron and Justin.
At times it's almost as if Cameron and Justin can pick up subtle communications from one
another and even read each other's thoughts. Mental understanding and an almost telepathic
communication bring about sympathetic understanding and an ease of communication between
them.
Cameron's d y Justin's ; (03°38') assss
Perceptive
Justin can have a powerful influence on Cameron. Their debates and discussions are apt to be
deep, profound and intense. Justin can open Cameron's eyes and encourage her to see things
more clearly and deeply. Justin can aid Cameron, encouraging greater intellectual insight and
perception. Cameron can encourage Justin to open up and discuss issues of a private and
personal nature.

Open and honest communication is crucial to sustaining the healthier side of this aspect of
Cameron and Justin's relationship. This combination is good for getting to the bottom of things
and ferreting out the truth and Cameron and Justin can work very effectively together towards
these ends.
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